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Senior Send-off:
The Katzenjammers’
impromptu senior arch sing
under Blair. When the KJs
were told to evacuate
campus, they immediately
began preparations to
celebrate their three
amazing seniors (kneeling,
front row, from left): Millie
Goldrup S’20, Harry
Fosbinder-Elkins T’20, and
Alex Laurenzi B’20. The
Katzenjammers sang some
favorites, both old and new,
and tearfully sent the Class
of 2020 off. Back row, from
left: Debby Park A’22, Anna
Yang, A’21, Natalie Lu S’21,
Mary Elizabeth Adler S’22,
Katelyn Rodrigues S’23, Tara
Shawa A’22, Grace Collins
A’21, Sahil Suneja T’23, and
Theo Trevisan B’21. Second
row, from left: Bryant So B’22,
Violet Gautreau S’22, Emma
Popham B’21, and Halle
Mitchell A’23.

PRESIDENTS’ DESK
Happy Summer!
This is Violet Gautreau S‘22 and Mary Elizabeth Adler S‘22, the current presidents of the KJs! As the
ﬁrst co-presidents in KJ history, we are so honored to be serving this ﬁne group for a second term.
We’re so excited to get back on the horse and tackle everything headed our way in 2020.
This year has already been a busy one! We enjoyed a wonderful evening at the Young Alumni
Dinner (many thanks to Trey for organizing and helming such a great event), as well as a successful
gig with the Augmented 8 in Washington D.C. at the Sing Out for Shelter beneﬁt concert for the
homeless. If any KJs from 2014 are reading this, we know that you sang there as well :)
It seems as if only yesterday we were returning from our successful fall tour in Vancouver, Canada
(highlights to follow). Although globetrotting is off the table for now, we’re working on some virtual
projects as we all try to remain as safe as possible.
We hope this newsletter offers a little update of what we’ve been up to, and we’d love to hear from
you, our treasured alum!
KJ Love,
Mary Elizabeth,
Violet,

Contact Us:
princetonkjs@gmail.com

meadler@princeton.edu
gautreau@princeton.edu

Check out our updated website!
http://www.theprincetonkatzenjammers.com/

ALUMNI CORNER: NEWEST ADDITIONS
Harry “Pelvis” Fosbinder-Elkins T’20
Harry studied physics, writing his thesis on Wilson loops in the AdS/CFT correspondence,
a phenomenon evident at the intersection of string theory and quantum ﬁeld theory. In
the fall, he will be matriculating (physically or virtually) at the University of Chicago to
begin his PhD in high energy physics. He is looking forward to the urban life (at least in
comparison with central New Jersey). Harry's favorite KJ memories include an impromptu
late night set at on the side of the Maine interstate, and the teary, bittersweet, last-minute
senior arch organized amidst the chaos of the students' eviction this year. Oddly enough,
he wouldn't have had it any other way.

Millie “Fruit Ninja” Goldrup S’20
As an Architecture major/Chinese certiﬁcate student, Millie used her thesis to tap
into many of her interests and skill sets. In her thesis, Millie examined the Chinese
Communist Party’s manipulation of architecture as a means of promoting Party
ideology and legitimizing their rule. This fall Millie will continue studying architecture
as a masters student at UC Berkeley, and welcomes any contacts from West Coast KJ
family! She’s interested in the intersection of architecture and politics, and is hoping
to become an advocacy architect - whatever that means! Millie’s favorite KJ memory
was after one of her ﬁrst rehearsals, when all the newbs were walking to the dinner
together. Everyone was so excited to start learning new music, the little newb quartet
belted bits and pieces that they could remember of “Caught a Touch” all the way to
RoMa! Millie has kept busy during quarantine learning the guitar, writing letters,
running, and reading Joan Didion.

Alex “Leaf” Laurenzi B’20
Alex majored in History with certiﬁcates in African-American Studies and Humanistic
Studies. His thesis examined jazz musicians in the 1960s who engaged with civil rights
politics, including Max Roach, Nina Simone, Abbey Lincoln, Charles Mingus, and
avant-gardists like Archie Shepp. Putting these artists and their work in conversation,
Alex built a better understanding of “political jazz” and of these artists’ legacies. His
favorite KJ memory is the famous car debacle of the 2019 Dead Week trip to Maine, where
the whole group was stranded on the side of I-95 with a broken van for hours into the
night. A true test of KJ camaraderie and problem-solving! After graduation, Alex will take
on some part time work from home in jazz education and a research project for a
professor at Princeton until he is able to relocate to New York City and pursue music
professionally as a saxophonist, a composer, and an arranger.

Reid “Qué Tal” Kairalla T’19
A computer science major, Reid studied machine learning and data privacy. Since
graduating, he has been lost in nostalgia for the KJs as he wanders the Paciﬁc
NW’s beautiful backroads and works as a software engineer at Amazon in Seattle.
As the KJs’ lone ‘19er, Reid recalls, “It was strange to see the group's membership
completely transformed from when I ﬁrst joined. I absolutely loved every iteration
of the KJs that I was a part of… making the same music with the same KJ spirit.”
Reid’s favorite time in the group came during the ﬁrst few weeks after Fall 2017
auditions when the KJs doubled in size, enabling “so many opportunities for the
KJs to grow through our music and through our relationships with one another.”
During quarantine, Reid has been learning the joys of thoughtful cooking, and
ﬁnally getting around to ﬁnishing David Foster Wallace's Inﬁnite Jest.

Catherine “Kabloom” Blume A’18
Catherine majored in physics. For her thesis, she
studied extreme ﬂuctuations in the Earth’s
magnetic ﬁeld with NASA’s Goddard Space Flight
Center. Currently working at the Johns Hopkins
Applied Physics Laboratory, she will soon join the
University of Colorado-Boulder PhD program in
astrophysics and planetary sciences, whence she
will take her newfound appreciation for crab cakes.
Catherine’s favorite KJ moment: when a
spontaneous scatting session while the group was
walking down the street broke into “‘Round
Midnight.” In no other group has such incredible
music come so easily,” Catherine notes. She advises future KJs not to be afraid to
ask for help! During quarantine, Catherine and her roommate have taken up
crochet, and they “sit together like Austen-era heroines stitching away.”

Fountainside:
The KJs at Spring
Lawnparties, May
2018. Lounging: Alex
B’20. Standing, from
left: Isabelle A’18,
Faridah S’18, Divya
A’18, Catherine A’18,
and Harry T’20.

Divya “T-Bone” Rohira A’18
Divya majored in economics and wrote her
thesis on a parenting methods intervention
study conducted in the Caribbean. She
moved to New York after graduation to work
in sales and trading at Deutsche Bank.

Isabelle “Invisabelle” Kim
A’18
Isabelle studied East Asian
international affairs in Woody Woo,
with a thesis on China’s role in North
Korean denuclearization. Currently,
she is a ﬁnancial policy analyst at the
Federal Reserve Board, with business
school in the future. She has been
enjoying post-grad life in DC!
One of Isabelle’s favorite memories
with the KJs was a rendition of “‘Round
Midnight” after callbacks during her
senior fall, in 2016: “we sang it
completely in ‘merps,’ including
Faridah and Harry for the dramatic
duet…” Isabelle advises future KJs to
“cherish every rehearsal and every
moment with the KJs. It’s truly such a
blessing and privilege to sing with such
talented and dear friends, and I can
tell you that it’s hard to ﬁnd that kind
of special thing after graduation!”
During quarantine, Isabelle has been
taking lots of walks - “it helps to get
some fresh air after being cooped up!”

One of Divya’s favorite KJ memories was
made during her last Dead Week: the KJs
spent the week in FL graciously hosted by
Trey Farmer B’94 and had a blast together.
She counsels current KJs to “spend time really getting to know each other, even beyond the 6 hours of rehearsal a week. I
learned so much about everyone in the group over Dead Week... my only regret is that it didn’t happen earlier!” Lately, Divya
has spent her days in lockdown learning to cook and bake and taking up singing lessons again.

Faridah “fduh” Laffan S’18
Faridah studied history with a thesis on the decorative architecture in Franciscan
monasteries of colonial Brazil. She is currently working towards a PhD in Cornell
University’s History of Science program and is looking forward to investigating the
popularity of Assyriology in Victorian Britain this summer.
The newbie arch sing of Fall 2017 was one of Faridah’s favorite memories. She “had had
serious doubts about whether or not we’d continue beyond this year; we only had one
bass... it turned out my worry was unfounded.” That season was a bumper crop for
newbs, who “learned the music quickly and clicked with one another and the rest of the
group.” Looking ahead, Faridah urges the KJs to “keep up our musical standards and
all that jazz (ha ha) but more importantly we should keep up the energy and humour
—that will ensure the KJs remains as fun as they are musically rewarding.”

KATZ ON THE MOVE
Bookends: Dead Week & Beach Week
Last spring the Katzenjammers had a wonderful time staying in quiet Old Orchard, Maine (though it wasn’t as
quiet after the KJs arrived!). They spent ﬁve peaceful days rehearsing, beaching, and hiking in Acadia National
Park. After a car breakdown left the group stranded on a highway for several hours in the middle of the night,
the KJs took the opportunity to do some serious stargazing. The experience capped off the school year in
glorious fashion.
This past fall, the KJs reunited at Alex’s family home in Mountain Lakes, New Jersey, to prepare for the
recruiting season. Anna edited beautiful headshots that Phoebe Park S’21, took of the group so they could
advertise auditions on Facebook, Emma Popham B’21, designed fabulous posters, and Grace Collins A’21,
crafted a gorgeous video of the KJs singing “I’ll Be Seeing You” (check it out on the Princeton Katzenjammers
YouTube channel). It paid off, as the group attracted over 65 auditionees! Although that roster made for many
late nights in the basement of Bloomberg, the KJs were so excited to welcome ﬁve extremely talented newbs.

Left: KJ’s watching an Acadia National Park sunset during Dead Week, May 2019; Right: family photos in Mountain Lakes, NJ,
during Beach Week, September 2019; from left, back: Debby A’22, Mary Elizabeth S’22, Harry T’20, Emma B’21, Phoebe S’21; front:
Alex B’20, Grace A’21, Violet S’22, Theo B’21, Anna A’21.

Fall 2019 Tour

Harry T’20 (center) singing his guts out during “California Dreamin’” (arr.
Alex B’20, 2017) at Crofton Academy. From left: Anna A’21, Violet S’22, Debby
A’22, Katelyn S’23, Bryant B’22, Alex B’20, Tara A’22, Sahil T’22, Phoebe S’21,
Emma B‘21, Mary Elizabeth S’22, Halle A’23, Amital Haas S’21, and Theo B’21.

The Katzenjammers took an absolutely
amazing trip to Vancouver, Canada,
While staying with Anna Yang A’21’s
lovely parents, they sang their hearts
out, ate plenty of poutine, and had tons
of fun. Highlights included singing at
the Fostering Debate Talent Academy,
where the KJs also got to talk with
prospective Princeton students,
performing at the gorgeous Crofton
Academy Prep School, where Harry
made the all-female student body
swoon with his signature “California
Dreamin’” solo (left), and ﬁnally,
serenading a very attentive duck with
“I’ll be Seeing You” while hiking around
Como Lake. The KJs made a lot of
fabulous memories and really got to
know our neighbors up north.

FINE JOB!
Spotlight on Fall 2019 Newbs
In Fall 2019, the Katzenjammers accepted ﬁve new members: Katelyn Rodrigues S’23, Halle Mitchell
A’23, Sahil Suneja T’23, Jude Muriithi T’23, and Bryant So B’22. We’ve adored getting to know them
over this past semester, and can’t wait to see all of the KJ greatness that they’ll provide in years to
come. Check out our “Current KJs” page to read all about ‘em and check out the officer corp to
see them already rising up the KJ ranks!
Twilight Rapture:
The current Katzenjammers
welcomed their pajama’d newbies
after late-night deliberations at
sunrise at the Lewis Center for the
Arts fountain. The new members were
awoken to the tune of “Stoned Soul
Picnic.”
From left to right: Millie S’20, Alex B’20,
Violet S’22, Debby A’22, Theo B’21,
Katelyn S’23, Halle A’23, Bryant B’22,
Sahil T’23, Harry T’20, Emma B’21,
Amital S’21, Mary Elizabeth S’22,
Phoebe S’21, and Tara A’22.

Officer Corps
We’re very proud of our 2020 Katzenjammer Officer Corp! The Officers all have exciting projects
planned for the coming year and can’t wait to work together to take the KJs to new heights.
Presidents
Music Director
Business Manager
Tour Manager
Assistant Tour Manager
Archivist and Tech Manager
Social Media and Publicity Chair
Performance Manager
Social Chair
Gear & Room Chair

Violet Gautreau S‘22 & Mary Elizabeth Adler S‘22
Debby Park A‘22
Sahil Suneja T‘23
Halle Mitchell A‘23
Emma Popham B‘21
Tara Shawa A‘22
Katelyn Rodrigues S‘23
Theo Trevisan B‘21
Phoebe Park S‘21
Anna Yang A‘21

~ Thank you for reading ~
We hope your families are safe and look forward to seeing you all again soon!
Edited by: David Mazumder B’17, Millie Goldrup S’20, Phoebe Park S’21,
Mary Elizabeth Adler S’22, and Violet Gautreau S’22

